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Check

1.1 The business case for closure and the alternatives to closure that have been considered.

1.2 The time period needed to end production on one site, and move any required machinery 
to another site before production has been considered.

1.3 Consider obligations under any European Works Council Agreement and the impact on 
local consultation periods.

1.4 Review any commitments taken as a counterpart to the benefit of partial employment 
scheme (furlough) and their impact on the closure project.

1.5 Consider obligations under French Florange Act to search for a buyer and prepare relevant 
information note for potential buyers and for the social and economic committee.

1.6 Prior to the announcement date prepare the economic notes for the social and economic 
committee, as well as the social plan (if any) for the unions and for the social and 
economic committee. Also prepare the supporting documentation that could be requested 
by the staff representatives and/or the expert eventually appointed by them.

1.7 Local social and economic committee consultation must occur at the stage when the site 
closure is still at the “proposal” stage and no firm decision has been reached. The length of 
the consultation will vary between 1 and 4 months depending on the number of  
employees made.

1.8 List the employee representatives targeted by the redundancy. A specific procedure will 
have to be followed for this category of employees (i.e. requesting the authorisation of the 
Labour Inspector to terminate their employment contract).

Labor Law issues
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Labor Law issues

Check

1.9 Consider notice periods for agency workers and contractors.

1.10 At the end of the collective consultation period the company’s senior team must meet to 
consider whether to implement the proposal.

1.11 In addition to local social and economic committee consultation, and once the consultation 
is completed, individual procedures will have to be implemented with each employee 
(mobility questionnaire on redeployment, individual pre-dismissal meetings if applicable, 
redeployment scheme or CSP scheme…).

1.12 The sufficiency of managerial and HR resources to undertake the individual consultation 
meetings.

1.13 Make available a list of vacancies within the company and wider Group within France, and 
keep this updated during the consultation process.

1.14 If enhanced redundancy payments are to be made, it may be beneficial to have employees 
sign Settlement Agreements to waive claims. Settlement discussions will have to take place 
individually with each employee. Discussions will be confidential only if the employee is 
assisted by a lawyer. The company can eventually mention to the staff representatives that it 
contemplates to sign settlement agreements on top of the severance package.

1.15 Consider whether any retention bonus payments may need to be made, e.g. if there is a 
long lead- time to site closure; if closure plan is dependent on stock build; or employees 
have key skills which may be difficult to replace/recruit locally on an interim basis.

1.16 If production is to phase down, consider fair selection process for employees to be involved 
in that. Consider process for selection of any employees required to stay on to restore site/
premises to good order following ceasing of production.
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Labor Law issues

Check

1.17 Will the site closure result in the company transferring the business to other parts of the 
Group? This may result in TUPE applying which will require a collective consultation process 
and employees transferring to the sister company.

1.18 If production is transferring elsewhere, consider whether the company needs to train up 
operators in other locations, and how you will facilitate that. Will employees be required 
to go to other sites? Will financial incentives be available to achieve that if there is no 
contractual provisions that can be relied on? If a buyer is considered, involve employees by 
notifying them the possibility to make an offer of purchase of the company.

1.19 If the site is unionised, consider whether industrial action may follow any announcement 
disrupting production during an extended period, and ways in which any risk can be 
mitigated.

1.20 Stock build up prior to any announcement may be required. Stock build up following 
announcement up to site closure may be required to allow time for the transfer of business 
to another site.

Ticking all the boxes
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Real estate issues

Check

2.1 If the site is owned freehold, consider whether the company wishes to:

2.1.1  – sell the site to a third party, which will likely require a marketing period to identify a third 
party and a further period to negotiate and agree documents (bilateral deed of sale and 
final deed of sale)

2.1.2  – sell the site to a different member of its Group, either to keep the site active or as an 
investment to let to a third party

2.1.3  – retain the property and let to a third party for income purposes, which would not 
be appropriate if the intention is to wind up the company, but would otherwise need 
consideration of the terms on which to let the property

2.1.4  – if the site owned is leased to tenant(s), information of the sale shall be given to tenant(s) 
in due course

2.1.5  – appointment of a notary is required to review specific documents (root titles, 
construction and town planning documents in particular)

2.2 If the site is occupied pursuant to a lease:

2.2.1  – is the lease reaching the end of the term, so that the company wishes to:

2.2.1.1  – renew the lease

8
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Real estate issues

Check

2.2.1.2  – exit the site at that date and, if so, does the remaining term of the lease give a long 
enough period for the company to carry out all necessary steps to vacate the site?

2.2.2  – if the lease is not reaching the end of its term, does the lease contain a break clause 
which can be exercised? If so:

2.2.2.1  – consider the notice period specified in the break clause as to when the Landlord 
needs to be notified of the intention to terminate. Care should be taken to ensure any 
break notice is served in compliance with the law

2.2.2.2  – is there a break fee in the lease which will need to be budgeted for?

2.2.3  – if there is no break clause that can be exercised, a surrender of the lease may need 
to be negotiated with the Landlord and the Landlord may expect an early termination 
indemnity to be paid as consideration for the surrender

2.2.4  – if there is no break clause and the Landlord will not accept a surrender (as there is no 
obligation on them to do so), if the lease contains the appropriate provisions, consider 
whether a third party can be found to take an assignment of the lease. The company 
may be required to guarantee the performance of the conditions of the lease by any third 
party; this option would not end the company’s involvement in the site

2.2.5  – if the lease is registered at the Land Registry, on bringing the lease to an end by any of 
the above methods, an application will need to be made to the Land Registry, and the 
appropriate fee paid, in order to ascertain the termination date of the lease at the Land 
Registry so that it can be opposed to any third party

Ticking all the boxes
Our international site closure checklist
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Real estate issues

Check

2.2.6  – if creditors are registered on the business of the tenant, it should be considered that 
the termination of the lease is enforceable against those creditors one month after the 
notification of the end of the lease to the registered creditors

2.3 Consider the repairing obligations contained in any lease of the site as to what steps will 
need to be taken to return the property in an appropriate condition:

2.3.1  – are the repairing obligations limited by a Schedule of Condition and if so, can a copy of 
this Schedule of Condition be located to confirm the state that the site should be left in? 
Is there any work that needs to be undertaken to return the site to the state it is identified 
in under the Schedule of Condition?

2.3.2  – if the lease contains a full repairing obligation, a surveyor should be instructed to 
identify any repairing issues that are present at the property and produce a Schedule 
of Dilapidations. The Schedule of Dilapidations will then need to be agreed with the 
Landlord:

2.3.2.1  – the Landlord may expect the company to carry out any necessary repairs, and the 
timescales for doing so will need to be factored in to the timescale for closing the site.

2.3.2.2  – the Landlord may be prepared to accept a monetary payment instead of the company 
carrying out the repairs (though there is no requirement for them to do so) and an 
amount would then need to be agreed and budgeted for.

2.3.3  – is there plant and machinery belonging to the company that needs to be removed from 
the site? If so a site clearance agreement can be signed with the relevant company in 
order to sell the equipment for reuse, or manage the waste equipment and recover scrap 
for example. As a reminder, regarding the waste equipment, the company producing the 
wastes remains liable for the management of the wastes even if they are transferred to a 
third company.
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Real estate issues

Check

2.3.4  – is there an industrial regulated facility on the site (installations classées pour la 
protection de l’environnement)? 

2.3.4.1  – Has the termination of activity procedure been anticipated and implemented, 
including securing the site, managing the wastes and potentially cleaning up the site 
under the control of the environmental administration (DREAL)?

2.3.4.2  – as a reminder, the last industrial operator is liable towards the administration for the 
management of the historical contamination on site, including potential remediation 
action, depending on the future use of the site and the applicable planning document

 – but it is possible to implement an “environmental substitution procedure” (procédure 
de tiers demandeur) whereby the purchaser of the site (eg a real estate developer) will 
take liability towards the administration for direct remediation of the site according to 
the future intended use (eg residential).

 – outside of this administrative procedure, the seller and the buyer of the land can 
negotiate the apportionment of environmental liabilities, but this private contract is 
not opposable to the administration

2.3.4.3  – As the implementation of the site closure operations takes time (many months) and 
imply some occupation of the site, the date of termination of the lease needs to be 
anticipated

2.3.4.4  – if the site is leased, the company may have to take remedial action or indemnify the 
Landlord against any potential environmental issues

2.3.4.5  – there may be potential nuisance or damage claims brought against the company for 
any contamination that spreads to neighboring properties

2.3.5  – if the activities conducted on the site produce dangerous wastes, forms of waste 
monitoring (Bordereaux de suivi des déchets) shall be archived and located

Ticking all the boxes
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Real estate issues

Check

2.4 Is there a possibility that the site will be left vacant before any end date of the lease / the 
break date? If so, if the company is responsible for insuring the site, the insurers will need 
to be informed. Will any security need to be introduced to protect the site and its condition 
(from vandalism, theft, arson etc.) until it is returned to the Landlord?

2.5 Are there any financial charges currently affecting the site for which the consent of the 
chargeholder will need to be obtained?:

2.5.1  – any mortgages or charges specific to the site will need to be identified and discharged 
in order for the site to be disposed of, which will involve repayment of the loan amount 
outstanding pursuant to these and entering into a Deed of Release

2.5.2  – if the company is subject to a debenture which affects all its assets, a specific release 
from the debenture for the site will need to be obtained, which may involve repayment of 
a portion of the loan amount

2.5.3  – the appropriate forms will need to be filed at the Land Registry and / or Commerce 
Registry to document the release of the charge, and the appropriate fees paid

2.5.4  – please note that real estate tax may apply (taxe foncière sur les propriétés bâties ou 
non bâties). The tax is reduced when there is no construction on the land, so if the 
regeneration of the site is planned on the long term, it may be interesting for the landlord 
to demolish existing constructions. That will also allow savings on securing the empty 
site
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Real estate issues

Check

2.6 Are there any sublease interests at the site which will need to be terminated in order to 
dispose of the site?:

2.6.1  – if subleases exist, do they contain provisions allowing the Landlord (i.e the company) to 
end the lease, or will this need to be negotiated with the tenant(s). The tenants may need 
monetary incentives to end the lease if there is no provision for the Landlord to bring it to 
an end, or they may need time to find alternative premises before they will be prepared to 
leave the site.

2.6.2  – are the leases naturally reaching the end of their term or, if the tenant is not prepared to 
vacate and there is no provision for the Landlord to end the lease, will the closure of the 
site need to wait until the subleases come to an end? If so, consider option to assign the 
lease to third party.

2.7 If transferring the site to a third party, the buyer will want to ensure that the company has 
complied with any enforcement notices or breach of condition notices.

2.8 Has the company considered carrying out an “exit survey” and an environmental 
investigation report (not compulsory but useful in the contemplation of a sale)?

2.9 Have any steps recommended by any asbestos reports for the site been undertaken? 
Are there any asbestos issues which need to be considered when decommissioning and 
vacating the site? If the premises are to be demolished/refurbished an asbestos demolition 
and refurbishment survey will be required.

Ticking all the boxes
Our international site closure checklist
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Contractual

Check

3.1 Undertake due diligence to ascertain:

3.1.1  – what contracts are in place in relation to site operations, suppliers and/or customers that 
could be impacted by the site closure

3.1.2  – what stock, assets and equipment are at the site and whether they are owned, leased 
and/or form part of/are fixtures and fittings of the site (if the site is leased)

3.2 Consider whether the contracts for any on-site services such as facilities management 
services (e.g. cleaning, catering, security, M&E etc.):

3.2.1  – relate to shared services and, therefore, the contracts require amending to remove 
the site (and what rights, if any, there are under the contracts to remove sites and the 
potential cost of such removal); and/or

3.2.2  – are procured directly and, therefore, the contracts require terminating (and what rights 
of termination exist under such contracts and the potential liability for/cost of termination 

 – in particular, consider what an adequate prior notice period would be for each contract 
on a case-by-case basis, in light of the specific circumstances surrounding the relevant 
commercial relationship, and notwithstanding what the contractual provisions provide as 
regards prior notice period)
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Contractual

Check

3.3 Consider whether any supplier contracts:

3.3.1  – will need to be amended, if the suppliers are:

3.3.1.1  – required to deliver to a new site and what the potential cost of such variation could be 
(e.g. increased transportation costs, etc.)

3.3.1.2  – part of a group contract/shared supplier (and what rights, if any, there are under the 
contracts to remove sites and the potential cost of such removal)

3.3.2  – need to be novated, if the supplier contract is to be transferred (e.g. to another member 
of your group or a purchaser of the site) and if there are any restrictions or consents 
required for any novation. Note that only a novation will release you from the obligations 
under a contract – an assignment will not

3.3.3  – need to be terminated, if the supplier is no longer required terminating and what rights of 
termination exist under such contracts and the potential liability for/cost of termination, 
in which case consider what an adequate prior notice period would be for each contract 
on a case-by-case basis, in light of the specific circumstances surrounding the relevant 
commercial relationship, and notwithstanding what the contractual provisions provide as 
regards prior notice period.

Ticking all the boxes
Our international site closure checklist
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3.4 Consider whether any customer contracts:

3.4.1  – require customer consents to any change in location and/or will need to be amended if 
they are to continue. For example:

3.4.1.1  – do they contain provisions that relate to the site (e.g. delivery taking place via 
collection from the site)?

3.4.1.2  – has any pricing, such as delivery price, been calculated/agreed based on the location 
of the site?

3.4.1.3  – have any particular volumes been committed to that can no longer be met?

3.4.1.4  – what the potential cost of such variations could be;

3.4.2  – need to be novated, if the customer contract is to be transferred (e.g. to another 
member of your group or a purchaser of the site) and if there are any restrictions or 
consents required for any novation. Note that only a novation will release the company 
from the obligations under a contract – an assignment will not

3.4.3  – need to be terminated, if the customer will no longer be supplied to and what rights of 
termination exist under such contracts and the potential liability for/cost of termination, 
in which case consider what an adequate prior notice period would be for each contract 
on a case-by-case basis, in light of the specific circumstances surrounding the relevant 
commercial relationship, and notwithstanding what the contractual provisions provide as 
regards prior notice period

Contractual
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3.5 Consider if there will be any stock leftover that is not subject to any purchase commitment 
under a customer contract (and presumably not subject to any form of encumbrance). If so, 
what will happen to such stock? For example:

3.5.1  – is the stock comprised of completed products or component parts/raw materials?

3.5.2  – if the stock is comprised of component parts/raw materials, can they be returned to the 
supplier for a refund or at a discounted price?

3.5.3  – can the stock be sold?

3.5.3.1  – if so, identify potential purchasers and contract with them for the sale of the stock

3.5.3.2  – if not, how can it be disposed? Are there any particular regulatory requirements for the 
disposal of such stock (e.g. electrical waste and recycling regulations)?

3.5.4  – where will the stock be stored? For example:

3.5.4.1  – if stored off-site, do you have existing warehousing arrangements or will you need to 
enter into a contract for warehousing? Will this contract cover the logistics to transport 
the stock to the warehouse?

3.5.4.2  – if stored on-site, how will it be secured, accessed etc.?

Contractual
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Contractual

Check

3.6 Consider what plant, assets and equipment are at the site and whether they:

3.6.1  – are owned and, if so, what should happen to them. For example, can they be sold?

3.6.1.1  – if so, you will need to enter into a contract for sale and ensure any warranties that 
relate to used plant, assets and equipment are appropriately limited;

3.6.1.2  – if not, do they need to be disposed of? Are there any particular regulatory 
requirements for such disposal and what are the costs thereof?

3.6.2  – are leased/hired from a third party and, if so, what are the terms of the lease/hire 
agreement and can it be terminated or novated (and what are the potential costs relating 
thereto)?

3.7 Consider how you will ensure a smooth transition of your operations from the closed site to 
a new location and/or to new or changed contractual arrangements (if applicable).
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Contractual

Check

3.8 IT licence issues – consider whether the scope of any licence and/or any services being 
provided (e.g. support and maintenance arrangements, updates and upgrades etc.) need to 
be terminated and/or varied. IT licences often have geographical limitations on the licence, 
requirements to use software and/or hardware only in a specified environment and contain 
restrictions on third party users (e.g. group companies) and the ability to sub-licence. In 
the event of termination, consider whether any licence fees should be repaid on early 
termination.

3.9 Consider if there is any signage that needs to be removed and what should happen to this 
signage, particularly if this contains the name/branding/IPR.

3.10 Consider what utility contracts are in place and if the supply needs to be disconnected or 
transferred to another person (and agree any apportionments thereof) and check the terms 
of the contract to ascertain what notice is required to do this.

Ticking all the boxes
Our international site closure checklist
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Regulatory approvals

Check

4.1 Listed companies need to consider whether the closure needs to be announced to 
shareholders.

4.2 Regulators may need to approve the change of location and any change of materials/
processes.

4.3 Any site specific accreditations may need to be transferred to the extent permitted under 
the applicable terms of the relevant accrediting body, and/or any new site may need to 
reapply for such accreditations.
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Pension issues

Check

5.1 Consider the insurance contract if any and the legal document (collective agreement, 
unilateral decision or referendum) used for the implementation of the scheme in the 
company (DB and DC schemes).

5.2 Consider whether the insurance company will actually continue covering the employees 
until 1 year from the termination date.

5.3 DB: Consider denouncing the employee’s rights to the DB scheme, if possible.

5.4 DB: Liaising with an actuary to determine whether the scheme can afford for the retirees 
pensions.

5.5 DB: Consider whether the DB scheme can or should be transferred to a potential buyer.

5.6 DB: Consider whether the DB scheme (end of career indemnities) can be used to pay the 
severance.

5.7 For DC schemes, consider if the scheme is to be transferred to a potential buyer.

Ticking all the boxes
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